We offer a fully funded two-year M.A. Classics degree in a rigorous and collegial atmosphere. Our program is perfect for students who wish to prepare themselves for Ph.D. programs in Classics, who plan to become Latin teachers, or who wish to continue their study of Classical antiquity and its reception for varied career paths. Students select one of four areas of emphasis: Greek; Latin; Greek and Latin; and Classical Culture which culminate in a thesis or teaching project. The M.A. Classics degree emphasizes careful attention to language, culture, and ancient language pedagogy. Students learn to write crisply, think critically, and work in teams.

The Classics Summer Institute offers teachers the opportunity to earn the M.A. Classics degree without leaving their current positions. Students take classes in Latin and Classical Culture over the course of four summers and participate in events usually offered to full-time students. Intensive Beginning Greek and Latin are also offered. Tuition assistance is available for out-of-state applicants.

One-on-one Faculty Mentoring • Teacher Training • Professional Development • Independent Research

Explore Classical antiquity and its reception!

Faculty
- Christine Albright - Latin and Greek Pedagogy, Epic, the Body, Sexuality and Gender, Art and Ekphrasis in Literature, Comparative Literature
- Mario Erasmo - Legacy of Classical Antiquity, Cultural History of Death, Metatheatre
- Erika Hermanowicz - Late Antiquity, North Africa, Roman Law, Church Councils
- Jared S. Klein - Greek, Latin, and Indo-European Linguistics, Sanskrit, Germanic Languages, Classical Armenian, Old Church Slavonic, Old Irish, Hittite, Old Persian, Avestan, Biblical Hebrew
- Andres Matlock - Ancient Philosophy, Roman Intellectual Literature, Cicero, Critical Theory, Ecology and Rural Studies
- John Nicholson - Roman Oratory, Latin Literature
- Peter A. O’Connell - Ancient Rhetoric and Poetics, Greek Literature, Classical Athens
- Jordan Pickett - Archaeology and Architecture, Environmental and Climate History, Social History, Historical Geography of Cities in the Roman, Late Antique, and Byzantine Eastern Mediterranean
- Charles Platter - Comedy, Literary Theory, Plato
- Mariah Smith - Life in the Roman Empire, Epistolography, Latin Literature
- Benjamin M. Wolkow - Archaic and Classical Greek Poetry, Mythology and Religion, Ancient Greek Music and Meter, Orphism, Philology

Students are eligible for full tuition remission and a stipend